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 What two other animated features were produced at #21 Across besides "Lilo & Stitch?" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Across
7. This film is the first to be set on what island in 

the state of Hawai'i?
9. TRUE or FALSE: Lilo & Nani's parents were 

killed in a house fire.
11. TRUE or FALSE: The sequence in this film 

where the group hijacked an airplane and flew it 
through a city was changed dramatically 
following the attacks of 9/11/01.

13. Who directed this film, along with #3 Down? 
(both names)

14. "Lilo and Stitch" was nominated for the 2002 
Best Animated Feature Academy Award, but lost 
out to what other film? (2 words)

17. "Lilo & Stitch" spun off how many direct-to-video 
movies?

18. What color is the majority of #10 Down?
19. What actor provides their voice for #18 Down? 

(both names)
20. A familiar actor provided the voice for this 

character, #6 Down? (_____ Ogden ______)
21. This film was produced primarily by Walt Disney 

Feature Animation at what was then called 
Disney-___ _______.

22. #6 Down is arrested by the Galactic Federation 
and put on trial for "illegal ________ 
experimentation."

Down
1. What is the name of the Galactic Federation 

agent who serves as the Earth expert?
2. What term does #12 Down use to describe the 

Hawaiian tradition of an extended family?
3. Which codirector was responsible for Stitch's 

voice? (Chris _______)
4. #8 Down's surfer boyfriend, David was played 

by what actor? (_____ Scott ___)
5. #12 Down is crazy about the music of what 

Rock and Roll icon? (both names)
6. What is the name of the mad scientist employed 

by Galaxy Defense Industries to create #10 
Down and others like him? (Dr. _____ Jookiba)

8. What is the name of the older girl responsible 
for raising Lilo?

10. What title character was known as Experiment 
626 on his alien planet?

12. What is the name of the little girl who always 
seems to be in trouble, even when she's 
sleeping?

13. What child actress provided #12 Down's voice? 
(both names)

15. What is Lilo's and #8 Down's last name?
16. Who provides the voice for #1 Down? (both 

names)
17. What actress provides the voice of #8 Down? 

(both names)
18. Cobra ________ is a former CIA agent who is 

assigned as a social worker for #12 Down.
20. What type of animal does #12 Down think she is 

adopting as a pet?


